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Underlying Scientific Problems/Questions Relating to
Improving Emissions of Extreme Events
•

Models perform very poorly at approximating highly polluting events, especially so
when they are not frequent in space (i.e. near an urban area) or in time (i.e. they
are infrequent in terms of occurrence). Why and how can we overcome this issue?
How can we move beyond ”average model” to “average measurement” types of
comparisons?

•

Models scale results to match AOD and gas column measurements. Why can
models do a good job on average against surface measurements, but then fail
against column measurements? The issue partially lies in the vertical distribution of
aerosols and trace gasses.

•

There is a huge amount of variability in measurements across global and regional
scales. Is this due to a lack of understanding of sources, in-situ processes, or
something else altogether?

•

Our best present-day emissions products routinely underestimate extreme events.
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Physics underlying the new simple modeling approach
to emissions: extreme pollution events occur intensely,
but over a relatively short duration of time and space
•

Biomass burning sources can only occur at any given point in space at most 3 times a year.

•

Finding extreme events in the satellite record is a lot easier over regions that tend to be clean
on average, and therefore pollution will be observed as an increase in the variability.

•

Short-lived species are expected to remain close to the source, while longer-lived species may
transport significantly downwind.
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Identifying the spatial-temporal profile of a large-scale
underestimated/missing emissions event: Example over
Continential Southeast Asia

Search for the maximum aerosol variability in the context of MISR AOD data from
a decade or more of data (in this case from 2000-2016). Use spherical and nonspherical data to differentiate sea-salt from other sources (this region is dust free)
(1) Each year has a short peak, varying from year to year.
(2) The peak maximum varies year to year, but is always a factor of 2 to 5
more than the non-peak value.

Cohen, 2014 https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/9/11/114018 ; Cohen and Wang, 2013 https://doi.org/10.1002/2013JD019912

Maximal variability applied to MOPITT CO globally, based on a priori land-surface
characteristics, GFED and FINN, and other a priori knowledge. Overlap with GFED
regions is used to check/scale emissions factors over regions where the end results
are overlapping. Results due to spatial/temporal mis-match and missed fires only.
(1) Emissions are higher (climatology) over all regions except for Southern Africa
(2) The inter-annual and intra-annual variability is more over known regions, and
new regions are identified not previously observed.
(3) New Emissions have a median 4TgCO/yr increase over GFED (max 8TgCO/yr)
Spatial Distribution of our CO Fire Emissions

Our New Weekly Emissions (red), GFED (blue) over
the Maritime Continent (left) and Central Southeast
Asia (right). All regions are available for use!

Cohen et al., 2017 https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-17-721-2017 ; Lin, Cohen, et al., 2020 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rse.2020.111720 ;
Lin, Cohen et al., 2020, Under Revision

Application of a MOPITT CO and
OMI NO2 to reproducing aerosol
height measurements from MISR.
Our regression model fits are a
better fit than either MERRA or a
traditional plume rise model.

Continential Southeast Asia (height by day,
CO/NO2/MISR geospatial, height versus MERRA)

Cohen, et al., 2018 https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-18-7095-2018 ;
Wang, Cohen, et al. 2020 https://doi.org/10.5194/acp-2019-1017

South America (height by day,
CO/NO2/MISR geospatial, height versus MERRA)

MISR Aerosol Height changes are due
to fires directly underneath, or
possibly due to immediate in-situ
processing from other near-by
plumes, subsequent near-range
transport, and in-column radiative
effects. Models currently can not
capture these non-liner results. All
results (daily, globally distributed) are
available for use!

• Satellite Constrained Emissions for Large Sources:
– Annual SE Asian BC underestimated by 0.5Tg/yr
– Maximum Years of Underestimation 1.8Tg/yr and
2.1Tg/yr (2006 and 2015 respectively)
• Global Underestimation of BC Emissions from Variable
Sources at least 1.8Tg/yr
– To match measured AOD downwind from the fire
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– Emissions are still misplaced in space and time
– The new approach better captures CO & AOD
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– Approximately 40% of the total emitted mass is
advected downwind at height
• To match Global Scale measurements of CO
– Source and Transport can be differentiated
– Correlation with AERONET is increased
– Majority of downwind transport occurs in the lower free
troposphere (800mb-700mb), or the tropopause (300mb).
– Increase of CO by 10% to 30% over source regions due to
missing spatial/temporal fires, in addition to the extra
mass vertically lofted.

Conclusions
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